have some scattered papers before me: "An
Interracial Movement of the Poor," by Tom
Hayden and Carl Wittman; "The Triple Revolution"; "Prospectus for Organizing Project in
Boston Suburbs"; The Port Huron Statement. They've been
buried near the bottom of a file of documents I used to
save under the catch-all heading, "Movement." The file was
in a cardboard box that turned up recently among possessions I had stored in some dark cellar three moves ago. Or
was it four?
It may be that re-reading the accumulated verbal effluent of a decade of social upheaval and political movement will help me make sense of the times, draw a proper
analysis, develop a basis for clear prediction. We need maps.
What route connects Port Huron, Woodstock and Attica?
Selma, Altamont and Eleventh Street? Orangeburg, Kent
State and Columbia? Where do the roads start, and where
are they leading? If I were so inchned, I could spend a
lifetime burrowing through these papers. There is certainly
enough to read. But movements composed largely of
students and intellectuals employ the typewriter and
mimeograph as other movements have used the gun and
bomb—for defense as well as terror; and the menacing
weight of written words deflects and intimidates me.
My own approach to understanding the decadal histor
is, at this late date, experiential, personal, self-analyti
It's true that there are immense perils in relying on one';
own life and mind as a guide to the march of time. B
liistory, after all, is a problem of consciousness (He,
agrees with me), and the only consciousness I know
personally sees with my eyes, touches with my hands, feels
with my heart. I don't want to extrapolate from my
behavior; the action of others is far more significant,
worthy, far-reaching. But my experience of history is as
valid as anyone's in this world, or the Second, Tliiid or
Fourth Worlds—no more, no less—and I'm compi
take it from there.
These musings are prompted, in part, from
reading of Tom Hayden's interim memoirs in Rolling
(print freaks just cannot stop reading; we need help).
Hayden's survey of the New Left—ten years after he
co-wrote Port Huron—is most real when it grows out of his
own experience: the "shambles" of the Left after Chicago
1968, the fantastic logic of Weatherman after the "failure"
of unarmed struggle. Hayden is at his least convincing when
he fails to connect ideas with his Ufe; for example, he
attempts to fit feminism and communalism into abstract
categories of thought, rather than see the actuality of those
ideas in his own history at the Red Family collective. It
can't be that correct ideas come from social practice only
sometimes.
Hayden's reminiscences mean a lot to me, because he
was one of a few people by, with or against whom I was
"radicalized" in the mid-'60s. We all have our war stories
now. I was softened up in the South of the civil rights
movement—at a safe but sensitive distance. Soon thereafter,
I wandered into Hayden's ghetto organizing project in the
Clinton Hill section of Newark. I blanch now (so to speak)
at the memory of hly-white kids "organizing" the black
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poor for sonic elusive seizure, or creation, of community
power. Whatever that project didn't do for the black people
of Newark, it did a lot for the white youths who went
through it, saw it, heard about it. I spent a short time at the
Newark project, as a well-kempt liberal journalist, in the
same way that 1 had visited sites of other political and
social "stories" I was covering. But this was no simple
story; I felt things in Newark that had a strange and
disruptive effect on my life. There were people very much
like my-self working in ways that drastically shrunk the
distance between themselves and "others"—their coworkers and their community. Their commitment to a
common cause cut into the loneliness of work, which I had
always assumed was inevitable. The isolation I thought I'd
always feel from people in another class or another race was
not, after all, immutable. I had a glimpse, from a corner of
my mind's eye, of how things could be different. Liberals
spend their lives looking for victims whom they can pity;
here were people looking for soldiers with whom they
could fight. In that intense mood, I fantasized an end to
alienation, despair, emptiness. I wanted to shout out loud,
never go home, hug people, love everybody in Clinton Hill.
At length, of course, I went home, backsliding all the
way, but I could never return completely to the mind-set of
liberal journalism. Clinton Hill was always there. For many
of my friends in that generation, Tom Hayden remained a
touchstone in our lives. (People from SNCC tell me that
they felt the same vibratory relationship with Bob Moses.)
Years afterwards, when pondering a poHtical or existential
decision, I would flash on Hayden and guess what he'd say,
or think, or do. I'd sometimes confuse him with Dylan
(whom I've never met) in my mind: in their obviously
different ways, they seemed to express the tones, shades,
colors of a generational spirit that others could merely put
into words.
It may be some kind of sin to personalize the process of
political change; no doubt I was long ago consigned to that
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brim-stoned llell where languish all bourgeois intellectuals
who insist on reading history as the chronicle of their own
exquisitely tortured and infinitely fascinating psyches.
Would it be more correct to say that radicalization of
certain middle-class youth in the '60s was occasioned by
the interplay of contradictions in post-scarcity capitalist
society? I've written that, and I believe it. But I have very
narrow visions of history, too: fleeting shots of fears, faces,
pain, insights, anger by which I can relate everyday experiences to social theory.

t took a while for "the New Left" to penetrate the
popular political vocabulary, by which time it had
lost most of its meaning. It's funny to hear Justice
Department officials calling current radical specimens
"New Leftists," in the way that stodgy newspapers still call
hippy freaks "Beatniks." If the "New Left" had specific
meaning as a political category, it referred to a rather small
group of white and black students and post-students
committed to radical Socialist reformism, who were working from about 1961 to 1966. In the history of actions,
rather than conferences and manifestoes, the New Left
began when Todd Githn and Peter Goldmark led a small
delegation of Harvard students to Washington to protest
John Kennedy's reckless Cold War pohcies and nuclear
testing. The Harvard students laid a wreath on the grave of
the Unknown Soldier. Todd Gitlin now teaches in an experimental college at San Jose State; Peter Goldmark is a state
welfare administrator in Massachusetts. (But what they do
is not who they are.) People who say they're on the Left
don't lay wreaths at the grave of the Unknown Soldier any
more.

I

The New Left then had half a dozen foci: race relations,
industrial democracy, militarism and war, educational bureaucracy, and the welfare system. It grew alongside the
Kennedy/Johnson programs of managerial liberalism, and
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while it always maintained a critical distance, n inid springs
in many of tlie same places. For instance, Micliael Harrington, whose popular book. The Other America, promoted
poverty as a problem, was a leading member and later
chief- of the League for Industrial Democracy, the biologic
parent of SDS.
No one in the New Left in those days had much to say
about class revolution, or Third World revolution, or black
revolution. Indeed, we almost entirely avoided the word
"revolution." I worked for the liberal weekly magazine
The New Republic in the mid-'60s, and 1 had contacts with
both intellectual and activist Leftists. One of the former
gave me a pre-publication copy of Fanon's The Wretched of
the Earth, and I gave it to Stokely Carmichael for review.
Stokely had not yet heard of the book. He did not write
the review. "Revolution" was still a foreign idea.
During that period, there was a recognizable, upper-case
M, identifiable "Movement": a single, if shadowy, iiitegrated political consciousness that could embrace the ideas
of blacks and whites, women and men. First and Third
Worlds, straights and gays, students and non-students. Only
later was it obvious that the terms of that consciousness
were dominated by the First World-white-straight-malestudents.
Although tensions had been building for years, the first
overt break in the unitary New Left Movement came with
the Black Power revolt in the spring and summer of 1966.
Many whites had been working with "peace candidates" in
Congressional primaries that spring, and had lost touch with
the Southern branch of the Movement from where most
had come. Then attention shifted to the "Meredith March"
in Mississippi—and the SNCC people's clenched fists. It was
a decisive, definitive trauma. Abbie Hoffman wrote a
kiss-off letter to his wayward black Movement comrades
and published it in the Village Voice: good-bye you ornery
ingrates. The New York white "radicals" were angry,
confused, hurt.
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II'N easy to smile now al the naivete of Movement whites
ill those yeais, and condemn the racism. But it'was
genuinely painful for whiles to see their comrades depart
into the murky world of segregated revolution. "Stokely's
Advice"- that white radicals should organize white America
to destroy racism was wise and correct, but it did not heal
the pain of lost comradeship, a common cause fragmented.
The amazing integration of the SDS community organizing
projects—of the Clinton Hill "community union"—was an
illusion, at last, perpetrated by white kids and believed by
blacks.
Similar scenarios, involving women, Third World radicals, gays, workers—and later. Left factions and sects—were
enacted scores of times after the Black Power split. In each
case, the dominant sector registered pain, confusion, a sense
of loss; the dominated sector rephed with anger, pride,
confidence. In that way, the Movement became many
movements, the consequences of many perceptions of evil,
different classes, separate needs. The coalitions that now
form on one or another issue—the war, prisons, GIs—do not
have the integrated consciousness of the New Left Movement, the unifying analysis of oppression, the assumed
shape of reform that emerged from Mississippi and Port
Huron.

I

t wasn't until 1967 that many white radicals began to
speak of "revolution," or "the Revolution," and the
press began to treat the notion seriously, if always
incredulously. The rhetorical escalation preceded—or
took the place of—the establishment of any conditions that
could reasonably be called revolutionary. Not that it has
been a flight of fancy; but the shape of "revolution" in
America in the last few years has never been drawn. It
remains an undefined idea. The rhetoric began, I think, in
response to the increased militancy of the black movement
and in relation to the ties binding American radicals to "the
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Vietnamese." (It has always been slightly off-putting to
hear people speak of the NLF and the North Vietnamese as
"the Vietnamese," in the same way that we speak of those
who relate to movement activities as "the people.")
Tom Hayden and Staughton Lynd were the first "nonCommunist" political activists to be invited to wartime
Hanoi-in 1965. After that, sporadic contacts between SDS
and Our Friends in Vietnam took place in hospitable
quarters of the globe. Then a full-scale, sit-down, dress-up
conference between New Left and NLF/North Vietnamese
delegations took place in Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, in
September 1967.
(Other notable events occurred that summer: the first
national black ghetto rebellion, sparked by Newark and
Detroit; Vietnam Summer, prototype for the McCarthy and
McGovern peace campaigns; the National Conference for
New Politics, at which the near-Left walked out and the
left-Left rejected Democratic Party coalitionism; the Back
to the Drawing Boards encampment, called by early New
Leftists to diagnose and prescribe for their ailing progeny,
and broken up by a band of invading Summer-of-Love
Diggers from the Coast; the Radicals in the Professions
meetings, which planned new careers for the New Left
middle class; and "Sergeant Pepper," wherein the Movement discovered dope.)
The Bratislava Conference was a lopsided affair, with
responsible, well-informed Vietnamese meeting 30 friends
of Tom Hayden, chosen at random. Their side was led by
Madame Binh and Mr. Vy, now negotiators in Paris; our
side included the usual cross-section of the movements—a
few blacks and women, one verifiable Welfare Mother, Dave
Dellinger, and several stoned underground-newspaper editors. Since I was travelling in the right set for all the exotic
junkets, I was invited too. But much of the conference
seems to me now a dim blur. I had been without sleep for
three days, then there was the trans-Atlantic flight to
Prague and the train to Bratislava; it took me most of the
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week to wake up. The one indelible memory that remains is
of a private meeting with Madame Binh, on the last afternoon of the conference, just as the sun was setting on the
Danube below the window of the room in the resort hotel
where we talked. Madame Binh greeted me in a black
ao-dai; her hair was pulled back tighdy in the bun she
always wears. Her features, framed over the long black
dress, seemed even starker than usual. She had already
dressed for the farewell gala that evening; she was more
elegant, more dramatic than ever. We sat for an hour and
talked, first in French for the small-talk, then in English
and Vietnamese—interpreted—for the heavy stuff. But what
was it all about? 1 remember only my fantasies: I was to be
appointed a master spy, I was to visit the Liberated Zones, I
was to receive the Revolutionary Word. None of the above
happened. 1 did get one of those rings made of scrap aluminum from an American plane shot down over North
Vietnam. But the result, of course, was that I was no longer
merely "against the war," but struggling in solidarity with
Vietnamese revolutionaries. Another flash: distance obliterated—struggle and Hberation. Exaggerated or attenuated,
that experience was replicated for many Americans in the
years that followed—and reinforced for me by a visit to
Hanoi in 1968. The one problem, of course, was what I, or
anyone, was supposed to do with this new sense of revolutionary solidarity. Nothing that young Americans were
doing (that is, nothing that seemed possible for me) seemed
appropriate to the comradeship entrusted to us. And simply
feeling guilty was, as people used to say, a stone drag.
With black revolution raging in America and world revolution direcied against America, it was hardly possible for
white radicals to think themselves anything less than revolutionaries. There was no broad base for revolution in
America in the late '60s, but we acted as if there were. We
still had no shape in mind: some examples, no models. But
perhaps our apocalyptic prophecies would be self-fulfilling;
wishing might make it so. The vast anomic suburbs, brimm-
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ing with Marcusian contradictions, would explode any day
now. Students would soon drop out of their schools and
intellectuals would flee their professions en masse to join
the revolution. Surely, someone must be organizing the
working class, the blacks, the Chicanos; it would all come
together.
Like many others who had experienced the history of
the New Left from civil rights to community organizing to
anti-war activism, I played out the last logical number on
that set in Weatherland in 1969. I had missed the Chicago
Democratic Days the previous year (I was in Prague again—
as the Russian tanks rumbled into town), but had caught
the act in Paris in May-June: a few nights in the streets,
continuez le combat, then back to the USSA. In August
there was Woodstock; in October, the Days of Rage. It
seemed like two sides of the same coin. I went to Woodstock and got stoned, went to Chicago and got busted.
When I had paid my fine and returned home, I joined with
several other "older" political friends and formed what
became known affectionately as a "geriatric Weather-symp"
collective. We called ourselves the High Pressure Front. We
ran in one big demonstration, performed the absolute
minimum of trashing for a group of such revolutionary
pretensions, and decided not to get any closer to the frightening center of the Weather machine.
AS the organized Left spUt into bitterly antagonistic
y%
factions, we clung to what we felt to be the
/ % thematic heritage of the early '60s New Left, the
-/- A ^ idealistic, gentle, Dylan-singing friends who were
in Newark, Cleveland's West Side project. Uptown in
Chicago. Tom Hayden described his reaction to these
unlikely terrorists in the Rolling Stone interviews:
"I respect where [Weatherman] came from. It came
from experience, from a true glimpse of horror and a desire
to react genuinely. Nearly every Weatherperson was a
person I knew from the middle period of SDS or the early

period of SDS, and I know that they experienced these
things. They were not simply university intellectuals who
read a book on Mao Tse-tung's thought and took off for the
hills. They tried. They knocked on doors in Cleveland.
That's where Terry Robbins, who now is dead, and Kathy
Boudin, who now is missing, came from. They knocked on
doors. They went through all the steps. They went through
all the disillusionment, and they were really true chOdren of
the '60s."
All journalistic milestones are suspect, but let one stand:
the Greenwich Village "townhouse" explosion, which killed
three Weatherpeople, signaled the end of the logical progression of "New Left" movements. There certainly have
been actions and movements since, but they seem to belong
to a different progression, like animal strains descending
from different ancestors. The "Kent State/Cambodia"
strike, which came a few months after Eleventh Street, was
enormous and somehow important, but not as a "Movement" event—rather, in spite of the movements. May Day
in 1971 had overtones of the old numbers, but it was something different-a militant coalition without antecedents or
consequences. Since Che uttered his famous phrase, "Dos,
tres, muchos Vietnam!" the Left has suffered from repetition fallacy. Two, three, many Berkeleys; two, three, many
Chicagos; two, three, many May Days. It doesn't work
(Che's advice hasn't been followed very successfully,
either).
The Weather Underground continued after the townhouse explosion, as active bombers for a year, then as "New
Morning" culture freaks. I get excited when they pull off an
action, I hope they keep at it, but I'm not sure why. I don't
see where it will lead. Perhaps for everybody this is more or
less a time to hold on. Coalitions form and dissolve; they
make their gains, or losses, and serve to keep alive both the
reality and the illusion of a Left, a movement in an ambulatory coma waiting for a revolutionary kiss to bring it to
life again.
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The mood I feel most often from people who think of
themselves "in the movements" is entrenchment—not
despair or surrender (although there's enough of that), but
digging in. Digging into residential communities, into working places, into tolerable and tolerant jobs, into research,
into hip media, into communal life, into self-understanding.
Four or five years ago someone made up a series of titles
for the predicament of the New Left: "From Lenin to
Lennon," "From Karl Marx to Groucho," "From Base to
Acid." Some of those jokes are being reversed. The generation of the '70s is not only post-Weatherman and postAttica, but post-acid: after the Rock.
y own street fighting days were followed by
total bafflement about the Left. I still went to
"events," like May Day 1970 in New Haven,
and the Washington "Honor America Day" Yippie freak-out and smoke-in. But I couldn't understand discussions about strategy and theory, and even the events
ceased to make sense outside of the hours of action. Politics
as exhilaration is nice until it ceases to be exhilarating.
Soon I found myself reading mysticism instead of Marxism,
breathing hallucinogenic fumes instead of tear gas, worrying
about one-pointedness instead of political consciousness.
Even an existence in an urban political environment became
unbearable, and I slipped off to a commune in Vermont.
(Consistent readers of RAMPARTS may remember that I
once wrote that it was more revolutionary, on a farm, to
keep pigs than to off them; it is a notion I do not entirely
reject, though I am safely re-urbanized.)
Communal hfe-arrangements are probably as transitory
as any others of this era, but they do push forward an
aspect of the movements of the '60s that was neglected
after Weatherman: the way in which people can understand
the power they exert over their fellows. That had been a
central issue in the crack-up of the New Left, but it was

M

never successfully resolved. Weather collectives made a
daring (and somewhat disastrous) attempt to reduce so
radically the distance between their members that a group
could operate as a single organism. When I first had seen
Weatherpeople moving in a crowd—as the Chicago Conspiracy trial opened in late September 1969—1 was amazed at
the obvious hnes of unspoken communication that passed
between members. It was as if they were carrying spirit
walkie-talkies to keep in touch. As it turned out, much of
that closeness was based on guilt-tripping, gut-checking and
power-laying, and the Weather collectives fell under the
weight of un-coUectivized egos.
But from that time, less hectic communal and collective
styles developed, in which the elements of power and the
aspects of ego could be contested. At our rural commune
there was as much talk about sex roles and life-definitions
as there was about farming. It snowed a great deal that first
winter in Vermont (coldest in the century, the snowplow
driver said) and we spent most of it talking around the
woodstove: about who we were, and how we knew each
other, and how we made our demands known and our
needs felt. City folks would sometimes come up for Rand
R and after a few hours of chit-chat tell us we were immoral for isolating ourselves in woodland retreats while
workers, black people, prisoners, Vietnamese . . . All true,
but at that time beside the point. There was no point in
running in circles for the wretched of the earth. That kind
of course did nobody any good. It is useless to pretend thai
we can deal with social class if we do not comprehend thi.
feelings engendered by privilege; or deal with sexism if we
cannot feel the pain of sexual oppression; or organize
others if we can only hear ourselves talk.
find myself back in a city, going to demonstra
tions, writing, poking around organizing projects
hoping. The New Left and the movements that it
spawned did not change America—yet—in most of
the ways it would have wanted; but it did provide the
groundwork for a culture in which its members could exist.
Life in that culture is not entirely satisfactory, which
encourages us to perfect it. There is an infrastructure o
institutions based on Left consciousness which lets us d.
that work: media, political organizations, educational inst
tutions, living places. We have our own Underground tt
enliven our dreary days with fantasies. We know we're real
because we are being repressed, harassed, hounded. But not
so much that we will disappear. People wait for a nev
organization, a pre-party, a party—to appear, as the strikei
waited for Lefty, or as they waited for Godot.
Dialectics, at least, denies nostalgia: it's not the '5t
because it cannot be. It feels to me like a waiting time, anc
although suspension is a form of torture, there's not muc
to be done but to get into it. Having finished with tb
politics of fantasy and having rejected the politics of despair, the only prospect now is hope.
•
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